
A quick way to practice a few critical creative skills

Helps to improve events, parties, opportunities, life events, etc.

Find new ways to do things, while pushing your creative

boundaries

Start by determining the problem you wish to tackle

C1: THE MORE PROPOSITION

Write down every idea that pops into your head, no matter how

creative, crazy, or wacky they may seem

Write down as many ideas as you can! Good ideas come from

coming up with tons of ideas!

Don't judge the ideas when you're writing them down - great

creativity comes with risk!

You have your problem and have narrowed down a solution, so it

is now time to actually do it!

Regardless of what it is and how crazy it may seem, this is true

creativity at work.

Go through with what you came up with and if necessary, make

changes as needed.

Get up, make it happen, and try to have fun along the way!

Identify what's going to change

Customize the prompt to make your 'More Proposition' - "How can

I make (INSERT ISSUE) more (INSERT ADJECTIVE)?"

You can use adjectives like fun, imaginative, memorable, attractive,

exciting, or colorful - choose whatever adjective you want!

Your first idea will not be the best and most likely won't be the

right answer, either!

In this step, you will start to choose your idea by asking questions

that keep novelty alive, such as "Which of the ideas on my list are

most (different, novel, innovative, risky, challenging, never before

seen, etc.)?" - challenge yourself in your convergence.

Continue to asking these questions until only 1 idea remains. As

you narrow your list down, keep novelty alive!

Your final questions may be about practicality and the best

solution to the "more proposition."

Don't be afraid to pick the ideas the interesting and creative ideas.

Instead, choose to be bold and truly ignite your creative fire!

C2: COLLECTION

C3: CHOOSE

C4: CREATE

C4: IGNITE YOUR CREATIVE FIRE

WHAT IS C4?

Share how you were creative & what you did with the world on social

media with #IAmCreative and explore what others have done, too!

https://www.CreativityCity.org/

https://www.creativitycity.org/

